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1 Reference Dependence: Disposition Effect

• Odean (JF, 1998)

• Do investors sell winning stocks more than losing stocks?

• Tax advantage to sell losers

— Can post a deduction to capital gains taxation

— Stronger incentives to do so in December, so can post for current tax
year



• Prospect theory:

— reference point: price of purchase

— convexity over losses –> gamble, hold on stock

— concavity over gains –> risk aversion, sell stock



• Individual trade data from Discount brokerage house (1987-1993)

• Rare data set —>Most financial data sets carry only aggregate information

• Share of realized gains:

PGR =
Realized Gains

Realized Gains+Paper Gains

• Share of realized losses:
PLR =

Realized Losses
Realized Losses+Paper Losses

• These measures control for the availability of shares at a gain or at a loss



• Notes on construction of measure:

— Use only stocks purchased after 1987

— Observations are counted on all days in which a sale or purchase occurs

— On those days the paper gains and losses are counted

— Reference point is average purchase price

— PGR and PLR ratios are computed using data over all observations.

— Example:

PGR =
13, 883

13, 883 + 79, 658



• Result: PGR > PLR for all months, except December

• Strong support for disposition effect



• Effect monotonically decreasing across the year

• Tax reasons are also at play



• Robustness: Across years and across types of investors

• Alternative Explanation 1: Rebalancing —> Sell winners that appreciated

— Remove partial sales



• Alternative Explanation 2: Ex-Post Return —> Losers outperform winners
ex post

— Table VI: Winners sold outperform losers that could have been sold



• Alternative Explanation 3: Transaction costs —> Losers more costly to
trade (lower prices)

— Compute equivalent of PGR and PLR for additional purchases of
stock

— This story implies PGP > PLP

— Prospect Theory implies PGP < PLP (invest in losses)

• Evidence:
PGP =

Gains Purchased

Gains Purchased+ Paper Gains
= .094

< PLP =
Losses Purchased

Losses Purchased+ Paper Losses
= .135.



• Alternative Explanation 4: Belief in Mean Reversion —> Believe that
losers outperform winners

— Behavioral explanation: Losers do not outperform winners

— Predicts that people will buy new losers -> Not true

• How big of a cost? Assume $1000 winner and $1000 loser

— Winner compared to loser has about $850 in capital gain —> $130 in
taxes at 15% marginal tax rate

— Cost 1: Delaying by one year the $130 tax ded. —> $10

— Cost 2: Winners overperform by about 3% per year —> $34



• Are results robust to time period and methodology?

• Ivkovich, Poterba, and Weissbenner (2006)

• Data

— 78,000 individual investors in Large discount brokerage, 1991-1996

— Compare taxable accounts and tax-deferred plans (IRAs)

— Disposition effect should be stronger for tax-deferred plans



• Methodology: Do hazard regressions of probability of buying an selling
monthly, instead of PGR and PLR

• For each month t, estimate
SELLi,t = αt + β1,tI(Gain)i,t−1 + β2,tI(Loss)i,t−1 + εi,t

• Regression only applies to shares not already sold

• αt is baseline hazard at month t

• Pattern of βs always consistent with disposition effect, except in December

• Difference is small for tax-deferred accounts







• Plot difference in hazards between taxable and tax-deferred account

• Taxes also matter



2 Reference Dependence: Equity Premium

• Disposition Effect is about cross-sectional returns and trading behavior —>
Compare winners to losers

• Now consider reference dependence and market-wide returns

• Benartzi and Thaler (1995)

• Equity premium (Mehra and Prescott, 1985)
— Stocks not so risky
— Do not covary much with GDP growth
— BUT equity premium 3.9% over bond returns (US, 1871-1993)

• Need very high risk aversion: RRA ≥ 20



• Benartzi and Thaler: Loss aversion + narrow framing solve puzzle
— Loss aversion from (nominal) losses–> Deter from stocks
— Narrow framing: Evaluate returns from stocks every n months

• More frequent evaluation–>Losses more likely —> Fewer stock holdings

• Calibrate model with λ (loss aversion) 2.25 and full prospect theory speci-
fication —>Horizon n at which investors are indifferent between stocks and
bonds



• If evaluate every year, indifferent between stocks and bonds

• (Similar results with piecewise linear utility)

• Alternative way to see results: Equity premium implied as function on n



• Barberis, Huang, and Santos (2001)

• Piecewise linear utility, λ = 2.25

• Narrow framing at aggregate stock level

• Range of implications for asset pricing

• Barberis and Huang (2001)

• Narrowly frame at individual stock level (or mutual fund)



3 Reference Dependence: Employment and Ef-
fort

• Back to labor markets: Do reference points affect performance?

• Mas (2006) examines police performance

• Exploits quasi-random variation in pay due to arbitration

• Background

— 60 days for negotiation of police contract —> If undecided, arbitration

— 9 percent of police labor contracts decided with final offer arbitration



• Framework:

— pay is w ∗ (1 + r)

— union proposes ru, employer proposes re, arbitrator prefers ra

— arbitrator chooses re if |re − ra| ≤ |ru − ra|

— P (re, ru) is probability that arbitrator chooses re

— Distribution of ra is common knowledge (cdf F )

— Assume re ≤ ra ≤ ru —> Then

P = P (ra − re ≤ ru − ra) = P (ra ≤ (ru + re) /2) = F
µ
ru + re

2

¶



• Nash Equilibrium:

— If ra is certain, Hotelling game: convergence of re and ru to ra

— Employer’s problem:

max
re

PU (w (1 + re)) + (1− P )U (w (1 + r∗u))

— Notice: U 0 < 0

— First order condition (assume re ≥ ru):

P 0
2
[U (w (1 + r∗e))− U (w (1 + r∗u))] + PU 0 (w (1 + r∗e))w = 0

— r∗e = r∗u cannot be solution —> Lower re and increase utility (U 0 < 0)



— Union’s problem: maximizes

max
ru

PV (w (1 + r∗e)) + (1− P )V (w (1 + ru))

— Notice: V 0 > 0

— First order condition for union:

P 0
2
[V (w (1 + r∗e))− V (w (1 + r∗u))]+(1− P )V 0 (w (1 + r∗e))w = 0

— To simplify, assume U (x) = −bx and V (x) = bx

— This implies V (w (1 + r∗e))− V (w (1 + r∗u)) = −U (w (1 + r∗e))−
U (w (1 + r∗u)) —>

−bP ∗w = − (1− P ∗) bw



— Result: P ∗ = 1/2

• Prediction (i) in Mas (2006): “If disputing parties are equally risk-averse,
the winner in arbitration is determined by a coin toss.”

• Therefore, as-if random assignment of winner

• Use to study impact of pay on police effort

• Data:
— 383 arbitration cases in New Jersey, 1978-1995

— Observe offers submitted re, ru, and ruling ra

— Match to UCR crime clearance data (=number of crimes solved by
arrest)



• Compare summary statistics of cases when employer and when police wins
• Estimated P̂ = .344 6= 1/2 —>Unions more risk-averse than employers
• No systematic difference between Union and Employer cases except for re



• Graphical evidence of effect of ruling on crime clearance rate

• Significant effect on clearance rate for one year after ruling

• Estimate of the cumulated difference between Employer and Union cities
on clearance rates and crime





• Arbitration leads to an average increase of 15 clearances out of 100,000
each month



• Effects on crime rate more imprecise



• Do reference points matter?
• Plot impact on clearances rates (12,-12) as a function of ra− (re+ ru)/2



• Effect of loss is larger than effect of gain



• Column (3): Effect of a gain relative to (re + ru)/2 is not significant;
effect of a loss is

• Columns (5) and (6): Predict expected award r̂a using covariates, then
compute ra − r̂a

— ra − r̂a does not matter if union wins

— ra − r̂a matters a lot if union loses

• Assume policeman maximizes

max
e

h
Ū + U (w)

i
e− θ

e2

2



where

U (w) =

(
w − ŵ if w ≥ ŵ

λ (w − ŵ) if w < ŵ

• F.o.c.:
Ū + U (w)− θe = 0

Then

e∗ (w) = Ū

θ
+
1

θ
U (w)

• It implies that we would estimate
Clearances = α+ β (ra − r̂a) + γ (ra − r̂a) 1 (ra − r̂a < 0) + ε

with β > 0 (also in standard model) and γ > 0 (not in standard model)



• Compare to observed pattern

• Close to predictions of model



4 Social Preferences: Introduction

• 219A. Emphasis on social preferences

• In the field?

1. Pricing. When are price increases acceptable?

— Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler (1986)

— Survey evidence

— Effect on price setting



2. Wage setting. Fairness toward other workers —> Wage compression

3. Charitable Contributions.

— Contributions of money and time

— Survey by Andreoni (2004)

• Charitable contributions is only setting with field evidence



• Andreoni (2004). Excellent survey of the theory and evidence

• Stylized facts:
— US Giving very large: 1.5 to 2.1 percent GDP!

— Most giving by individuals (Table 1)



• — Slight trend to decrease in generosity (Figure 1)



• Giving by income, age, and education (Table 2 — no controls)
— Giving as percent of income fairly stable

— Increase for very rich



• Giving to whom? (Table 3)
— Mostly for religion
— Also: human services, education, health
— Very little international donations



• Compare to giving in other countries (Figure 2)

— In US non-profits depend more on Charitable contributions



• Do poorer people receive more? Not obvious

• Donate to person with highest marginal utility in more general model

• Table 3: Very little international donations —> Limited donations to poor-
est countries

• Additional prediction of model — Crowding out

• If government spends on income of Mark, Wendy will donate less.

• What is the evidence of crowding out?

• Mixed evidence — open question



5 Next Lecture

• Social Preferences

— Gift Exchange

— From the Experiments to the Field

• Limited Attention




